
Cosmetic Dentists 

Power up Megawatt Smiles with Cosmetic Dentists 

You all have the ability to whiten your teeth to a dazzling smile similar to Hollywood stars!  

Nothing is worse than seeing someone smile with yellow or discolored teeth.  Whitening agents 

are readily available in stores now, and are easy to apply with reasonable costs – somewhere 

between $4 and $100 dollars, according to YourDentistryGuide.com.  But cosmetic dentists can 

take your smile to the next level, especially when you have specific problems. 

What About Cracked, Broken, or Chipped Teeth? 

One procedure worth looking into is bonding.  Bonding materials are used to fill in excess space 

between teeth, or even to fill small cavities. Dentists can apply an etching solution with tooth-

colored materials -- sometimes composite resins – on your tooth's surface to make your smile 

dazzling again. 

A Longer Lasting Procedure Involves Veneers. 

Veneers are a more permanent than bonding, and improve larger spaces, teeth that are chipped 

and poorly shaped or even crooked.  Veneers can cover the sides and front of teeth to improve 

their color or shape.  They give a great appearance and can be less expensive than crowns.  

Crowns are the Ultimate Saviors of Teeth. 

This is because crowns can be made from porcelain, resin or ceramic material and completely 

cover a tooth.  This gives your tooth a regular shape and appearance again, and crowns usually 

have great long life.  Crowns are especially helpful when cosmetic dentists need to fix a tooth 

you’ve broken, or when you’ve had a root canal. 

Choose Your Dentist Carefully as Trust is Important. 

You want to be sure you like and trust your dentist, as you will have a true partner in maintaining 

the best possible appearance of your smile.  Choose a practice that offers a comprehensive 

dental solution with a variety of services.  Practices that provide state of the art equipment for 

their patients are especially desirable, as you can count on them to give you reliable dental 

experiences through the years.   

The Power of a Smile. 

Good oral care is an important backbone of a healthy and dazzling smile.  But when you want 

that extra glow, be sure to contact several cosmetic dentists and choose the one that helps take 

your smile and oral health to the best possible level.  People will certainly notice – and you’ll be 

so happy and confident that you invested the time and care needed. 

https://www.hoopesdental.com/cosmetic-dentistry

